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Message from the MSA Board of Directors

The Mohawk Students’ Association (MSA) takes great 
pride in representing the best interest of students 
at Mohawk College through effective leadership 
and sound decision-making. We strive to provide 
the best services, programs, and support to give 
students the opportunity to excel both academically  
and socially. 

This Strategic Plan was developed by two 
consecutive Boards of Directors who have gone 
above and beyond to support the MSA mission. As a 
governance Board, we are responsible for setting the 
strategic direction and goals of the organization. We 
believe that this Strategic Plan establishes realistic, 
achievable goals that will make a positive impact 
on the overall quality of the student experience at 
Mohawk College. 

The development and implementation of this Strategic Plan provides a roadmap for decision-making and 
will enhance continuity across multiple Board terms. In keeping with our values, this Plan has been written 
in a way that sets a high-level direction for the organization while allowing the MSA to adapt as the post-
secondary environment evolves. 

On behalf of the MSA Board of Directors, we look forward to the implementation of the 2017-2020 Strategic 
Plan and to working with students to build on the success of the  
Mohawk Students’ Association. 

Samantha Hoover
MSA President, 2017/18

Kyle Datzkiw
MSA President, 2016/17
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The philosophy of the Mohawk Students’ Association is defined by its mission, vision and values statements. Guided by 
those principles, the 2017-2020 Strategic Plan establishes realistic, achievable goals that will make a positive impact on the 
overall quality of the student experience at Mohawk College.

The Strategic Plan provides a roadmap for decision-making, and will enhance continuity across multiple Board terms by 
setting a high-level direction for the organization while allowing for flexibility as the post-secondary environment evolves. 

This Strategic Plan includes an overview of the consultation and development process conducted by two consecutive 
Boards of Directors (2016/17 and 2017/18). These processes have informed the Strategic Plan that will guide the MSA in 
pursuing their mission – to enhance all students’ college experience – over the next three Board terms.

The 2017-2020 Strategic Plan is based on a holistic examination of the Mohawk Students’ Association. Internal and 
external factors that could impact the organization were considered as part of the strategic planning process to ensure 
the MSA can respond effectively and efficiently to emerging challenges and opportunities. 

The Strategic Plan is designed around the five key areas that set a strong foundation for the organization: Governance, 
Student Services, Communications & Events, Food, Beverage & Catering, and Administration & Finance. For each area, 
the Board of Directors has established an objective that represents a multi-year outcome that is achieved as a result of 
implementing the Strategic Plan.

Each objective is supported by a series of related strategies that will act as the blueprint for achieving the goals of 
the Strategic Plan. The strategies also include a set of metrics that enable monitoring of year-over-year progress in 
implementing the Strategic Plan and realizing its objectives.

To ensure continued momentum, the Strategic Plan calls for effective communication of progress, best practices and  
success stories to increase engagement and awareness among students, staff, student leaders and the broader  
College community. 

Each April, the MSA staff and Board of Directors will develop an annual implementation plan that reaffirms the 
organization’s commitment to the objectives and strategies identified in the Strategic Plan. In addition, the MSA will 
produce an Annual Report that reviews activities and achievements within the timeframe of the academic year. This allows 
for a thorough review of MSA activities using the implementation plan as a benchmark for measurement. The Annual 
Report will be a key tool in informing the development of the implementation plan for the following academic year.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



The development of the Mohawk Students’ Association’s 2017-2020 Strategic Plan was a combined effort of two Boards of 
Directors. The 2016/17 MSA Board conducted extensive employee and stakeholder engagement activities to set the foundation for 
the overall direction for the Strategic Plan before passing the torch to the 2017/18 MSA Board. 

The 2017/18 MSA Board took on the task of finalizing the Strategic Plan by establishing a set of strategies to achieve the goals 
laid out in the vision of the previous Board of Directors. The 2017/18 Board is also responsible for creating a structure for annual 
implementation plans designed to keep the Strategic Plan on track, and to measure its success.
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Thank you to the members of the Board of Directors from the 2016/17 and 2017/18 terms: 

Board of Directors 2016/17

Kyle Datzkiw President

Luke Baylis Past President

Troy Anstett Vice President, Marketing and  
 Communications

Alexander Presta Vice President, Fennell

David Watson Vice President, Stoney Creek

Terrance McBean Vice President, Health Sciences

Andrew Pidsadny Vice President, Finance

Samantha Hoover Director, Media and Interdisciplinary  
 Studies

Elisha Martin Director, Community and Urban Studies

Bruce Wu Director, Technology

Alex Kaulback Director, Business

Board of Directors 2017/18

Samantha Hoover President

Kyle Datzkiw Past President

Tien Nguyen Vice President, Marketing and  
 Communications

Ireland Stevens Vice President, Fennell

Jonah Schaufler-Biback Vice President, Stoney Creek

Katie Agnew Vice President, Health Sciences

Andrew Pidsadny Vice President, Finance

Jennifer Huegel Director, Media & Interdisciplinary  
 Studies

Brayden Spjuth Director, Community & Urban  
 Studies

Trevor Nagy Director, Technology 

Tommy Williams Director, Business

MSA BOARD OF DIRECTORS



The MSA’s philosophy is defined by its mission, vision and 
values statements, which were collectively adopted by the 
Board in 2015. The Strategic Plan reflects the principles 
shared by the Mohawk Students’ Association and the  
broader College community.
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Mission
To enhance all students’ college experiences through leadership, support and advocacy.

Vision
We, respectfully, support and advocate for our students through strong leadership, teamwork, and communication to promote 
their academic success.

Using our core values, we will demonstrate our commitment to continuously develop services, programming, and entertainment 
to promote student success.

We will always advocate for each of our students to promote fairness and equity as part of their Mohawk experience.

Values 
• Accountability to our membership for all of our decisions and actions
• Advocating for the benefit of our membership
• Respecting students and their diversity in interests and needs
• Integrity in our business activities and community affiliations
• Leadership through example and opportunities

MISSION, VISION & VALUES



To produce the Strategic Plan, the Boards of Directors from 2016/17 and 2017/18 took a number of steps to identify areas for 
improvement, collect qualitative information about the organization and develop a vision for the future of the MSA. To keep the 
strategic planning process on track, vision and mission checks were conducted regularly to ensure strategies were aligned with the 
MSA’s student-first philosophy.
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Fall 2016
The MSA engaged BDO Canada LLP to perform a strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (“SWOT”) analysis, as well as 
an in-depth review of the MSA’s practices as they relate to:

• Board of Directors and management processes
• Governance structure
• Financial processes
• Business operations model

This exercise produced a report that identified key areas for improvement for the Board of Directors and MSA Management 
regarding structure and processes.

January 2017 
At the MSA Board of Directors Retreat, Mohawk College Enterprise (MCE) facilitated a short session on strategic planning, its 
purpose, value to the MSA, and alignment with the MSA’s vision, mission, and values. An integral part of this session was the 
identification of behaviours associated with the MSA’s Core Values.

February 2017
The MSA Board of Directors undertook a two-day strategic planning session facilitated by MCE. Building on the work completed 
to date, Board members worked through the strategic planning process in detail to create the first draft of the Strategic Plan.

Summer 2017
The draft of the Strategic Plan was handed over to the incoming 2017/18 Board of Director at the MSA’s April retreat. Under 
the direction of the new Board, the Executive Director and MSA Management held a full day workshop to begin developing 
strategies to support the Strategic Plan’s objectives. The 2017-2020 Strategic Plan was refined and finalized.

October 2017
The final draft of the 2017-2020 Strategic Plan was presented to the MSA Board of Directors and was officially endorsed at  
the October 20, 2017 Board meeting.

THE JOURNEY
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Internal Factors
• Maintaining consistency of plans and targets given the short tenure of Board members and the annual turnover of some 

members of the leadership team.

• Ensuring the MSA structure facilitates continuous performance improvement.

• Encouraging staff to respond favourably to changes to the status quo.

• Revising the performance management process to improve performance review schedules and application of the process.

• Raising the profile of the MSA so every student is aware of and accesses the services provided by the MSA.

• Being able to continually respond and provide service to the changing demographic and diverse needs of the student body.

• Meeting the needs of all MSA stakeholders, the students, the staff, the community, and the College as a whole.

External Factors 

• Potential changes in postsecondary education funding by the provincial and federal governments.

• Political landscape – changes in government positions and leadership profiles.

• Workforce requirements – changes in employers’ demand for skills and expertise. 

• Technology shifts – the growth of online learning and digital services versus the traditional in-class education model.

• Changes to Mohawk College’s physical space as the College continues with campus development.

KEY CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES

Through consultation with students, MSA staff and student 
leaders, the MSA Board of Directors identified a number of 
internal and external factors with the potential to affect the 
organization – now, and in the future. These factors were 
considered as part of the strategic planning process to ensure 
the MSA can respond effectively and efficiently to emerging 
challenges and opportunities.
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of Success
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of Success
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of Success
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The Strategic Plan is designed around the 
five key areas that set a strong foundation 
for the organization: Governance, Student 
Services, Communications & Events, Food, 
Beverage & Catering, and Administration 
& Finance.

The Board of Directors established an 
objective for each of the five areas. 
These objectives represent multi-year 
outcomes that are achieved as a result 
of implementing the Strategic Plan. 
Developed using the SMART approach, 
these goals are designed to be:

 Specific

 Measurable

 Achievable

 Relevant

 Time-based

STRATEGIC PLAN FRAMEWORK

As illustrated in the chart above, each objective is supported by a 
series of related strategies that will act as the blueprint for achieving 
the goals of the Strategic Plan. The Board has also established a 
set of metrics that enable monitoring of year-over-year progress in 
implementing the Strategic Plan and realizing its objectives.

S

M

A

R

T
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Objective Strategies

Provide inclusive, 
accountable, 
and transparent 
representation of the 
student voice through 
forward thinking and 
focused leadership

1.1 Modify the Board structure to improve communication and ensure that the satellite 
campuses are further engaged

1.2 Enhance governance training and onboarding for MSA Board members

1.3 Complete a comprehensive review of governance policies and systems

1.4 Increase engagement of students through the Student Rep program

1.5 Identify a clear advocacy framework for student and campus issues and increase 
promotion of the MSA advocacy role

1.6 Increase voter turnout and candidate participation

1.7 Undertake annual Board performance reviews

GOVERNANCE1.0

Measures of Success
• Voter turnout (%)

• Number of candidates running for 
Board positions

• Participation in Student Rep program

• Level of Student Rep retention 

• Level of Student Rep satisfaction

• Number of professional development 
hours completed by Board members

• Overall student satisfaction
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Objective Strategies

Provide trusted,  
helpful, and relevant 
services to support 
students through the  
full college cycle

2.1 Undertake an analysis to understand and respond to gaps in service provision for students

2.2 Identify new partnership opportunities to grow service offerings and fill gaps

2.3 Undertake annual research to inform the evolution of the student health plan

2.4 Increase the awareness among students of available services

2.5 Develop new partnerships within the College to share information and expertise

2.6 Evaluate departmental structure to support growth aligned with new strategic direction

2.7 Develop a usage and data measurement process for annual service evaluation

STUDENT SERVICES2.0

Measures of Success
• Usage per student per service area

• ROI on a per student basis 

• Election participation (candidates and 
voters)

• Student satisfaction
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Objective Strategies

Strengthen  
and broaden 
communication 
strategies  
to ensure all students 
are aware of MSA 
programs, services  
and events

3.1 In partnership with the Board and Management team, develop an organization-wide 
communications strategy, including individual plans for each division

3.2 Continuously evaluate communications tools based on real data to assess effectiveness 
and align future or ongoing investment accordingly

3.3 Evaluate departmental structure to align with new strategic direction

3.4 Collect and monitor student data and information to tailor communications and develop 
benchmarks to measure success

3.5 Create and support programs, activities, and events to engage students at all campuses

COMMUNICATIONS & EVENTS3.0

Measures of Success
• Social media reach/impressions/

engagement per student (gains and 
losses)

• Student participation (i.e., services, events)

• ROI on a per student basis 

• Student satisfaction 

• Percent of people who enroll after taking 
a tour



4.0
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Objective Strategies

Become the leading 
on-campus foodservice 
provider in terms of 
quality and student 
satisfaction

4.1 Conduct an ongoing review of food offerings to ensure menus reflect changes in campus 
demographics, and consumer demand

4.2 Provide training and upskilling (including safety training) opportunities for all staff

4.3 Establish a profitability framework for food, beverage, and catering divisions

4.4 Evaluate departmental structure to align with new strategic direction

4.5 Regularly monitor and communicate data and feedback on operations to the Board

4.6 Evaluate catering as a business function of operations with clearly identified revenue 
targets

4.7 Increase reach and advertising to customers through a new communications strategy

FOOD, BEVERAGE & CATERING

Measures of Success
• Revenue per student

• Percent contribution of catering in gross 
revenue 

• Percent of locally sourced food

• Student satisfaction
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Objective Strategies

Provide progressive, 
accountable, and 
process-driven 
leadership and support 
to MSA staff and Board 
members

5.1 Develop a multi-year succession plan to ensure organizational continuity

5.2 Complete an organizational review of the MSA

5.3 Undertake a space utilization planning process

5.4 Undertake a complete review of current MSA processes and systems, and develop new 
and/or change processes where necessary

5.5 With the Board, develop a multi-year capital and deferred maintenance funding model

5.6 Implement performance management plans and professional development programs

5.7 Develop and implement an IT services agreement with the College’s IT department

5.8 With the Management team, identify opportunities to utilize available data to form 
recommendations for financial, service and activity growth for the MSA

5.9 Develop a project performance dashboard for Board reporting

ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE5.0

Measures of Success
• Employee engagement (staff satisfaction)

• Percent of revenue from student activity 
fee versus percent of revenue from 
operations

• Number of professional development 
hours completed by staff

• Dollars spent on professional development

• Reduction in number of Health and Safety 
incident reports
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Role of the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors plays a governance role in the implementation of the 
Strategic Plan. In this capacity, the Board will provide guidance and set the 
high-level direction for each year. The Board will also ensure accountability 
to Strategic Plan objectives and represent the student voice. As the owners 
of the Strategic Plan, the Board of Directors will receive regular reports from 
MSA Management to monitor progress toward the Strategic Plan objectives. 
The Board is also responsible for implementing the strategies identified in 
the Governance division of the Strategic Plan framework. 

Role of MSA Management Team
Under the direction of the Executive Director, the Management team will 
lead frontline staff in implementing activities outlined in the Strategic Plan. 
MSA managers are ultimately responsible for overseeing Strategic Plan 
progress and will report quarterly to the Board of Directors. 

To ensure continued success of the Strategic Plan, it is important 
that the MSA consistently communicates with stakeholders 
in a way that is positive, accurate and timely. Effective 
communication of progress, best practices and success stories 
will increase engagement and awareness among students, staff, 
student leaders and the broader College community. 

CHANGE MANAGEMENT
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Implementation Plans 
Each year, the MSA staff and Board of Directors will develop an annual implementation plan that 
reaffirms the organization’s commitment to the 2017-2020 Strategic Plan and to the objectives and 
strategies it identifies. Implementation plans are to be developed collectively by outgoing and 
incoming Board members at changeover retreat each April.  

Implementation plans will highlight ongoing operational activities and identify new actions or projects 
for the academic year. For each action, the implementation plan should outline project objectives, 
alignment with the Strategic Plan, as well as funding sources, timelines for implementation and 
measurements for success. 

The purpose of the annual implementation plan is to provide a clear, focused scope of work for the 
MSA. These plans are to be reviewed and updated quarterly, or as needed, by the Board of Directors.

Communication and Reporting
The implementation of the Strategic Plan will require multiple levels of reporting to effectively track 
and share progress. Some examples of communications, reports, and updates may include:

• Monthly dashboard updates
• Quarterly written reports on progress compared against targets and timelines,
• Plans to get back on track including resource requirements and changes,  

if required
• Annual performance review report
• Updated environmental scans to identify market and internal forces affecting the  

Strategic Plan
• Annual review of Strategic Plan and progress at Board changeover retreat to  

support continuity

MSA Annual Report 
To support the Strategic Plan, the MSA will produce an Annual Report that reviews the activities and 
achievements of the MSA within the timeframe of the academic year. These activities are compared 
against the projects and initiatives identified as priorities in the corresponding annual implementation 
plan. This allows for a thorough review of MSA activities using the implementation plan as a 
benchmark for measurement. The Annual Report will be a key tool in informing the development of 
the implementation plan for the following academic year.

NEXT STEPS



THANK YOU
on behalf of the MSA Board of Directors






